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Athletic fee
compromise
still in limbo

Fixin’ for a fire...

Kevin Crough
Kaimin Staff

Chris Jacobs/Kaimin

SETH BUDDY, a senior in French, seals off the art annex kiln with hand-fitted bricks Monday in preparation for a 12-hour firing.
Students in this beginning ceramics course brought manure, straw, rabbit food, dandelion leaves, salt and other organic matter to burn
in the fire which will create unique markings on their ceramic pieces.

UM's tuition hike less than at other schools
Nancy Storwick
Kaimin Reporter
UM students will be paying more
tuition next fall, but not as much more
as students at other Montana schools —
and not as soon.
In-state students are facing an
increase of $6 per credit hour starting
fall semester. Students at other schools
are looking at a base increase of $7 per
credit hour starting summer semester.
Out-of-state students will pay the base
increases, plus an additional $3 increase.
The Board of Regents voted 4-3 in
favor of the tuition increases during a
telephone conference call Friday.
Missoula Regent Kermit Schwanke
said he told other regents that students
couldn’t wait until after their May
meeting to know how much tuition is
increasing.
“We can’t fool around anymore
because the students must know what’s

going to happen,” he said.
Schwanke said decisions on when to
increase and how much to increase were
left up to each school’s administration.
Although Schwanke is glad the
regents’ decision was made, he said he
doesn’t like to see tuition increases.
“I hate to put too much burden on the
student’s backs,” he said. He added that
Montana parents are also facing a larger
burden because they might help pay
tuition costs as well as pay taxes.
UM President George Dennison said
the tuition increase will mean that in
state students will pay 32 percent of
their education’s cost. Non-resident stu
dents will pay 100 percent.
Tuition increases were inevitable
because the Montana University System
faced about $12 million in budget cuts
after the Legislature’s special session
last November. About half of that money
was recovered through increased proper
ty taxes. The increased tuition will cover

about $5.2 million while budget cuts will
be made to cover the rest.
Dennison said he doesn’t know where
cuts will be made, but he added they
won’t be taken from direct student ser
vices or classes.
“There are only certain ways that you
can reduce the costs,” he said. He added
that the university system is working to
continue providing maximum access to
colleges while maintaining quality edu
cation for students.UM is considering
changes to it’s flat rate for credit hours.
It might soon cost a student the same to
take 12 credits as it does 18.
“The incentive is to take more courses
instead of less,” he- said. “We’re going to
have to help students get out sooner.” He
said he doesn’t think this cost shift puts
an excessive burden on part-time stu
dents. Instead, he said he hopes it will
encourage better graduation rates.
“It’s always made sense to me to assist
people to get out earlier,” he said.

Vote today, tomorrow in UC for ASUM elections
Tom Lutey
.Kai/nin Reporter
Although the members of next year’s ASUM Senate will be
elected Tuesday and Wednesday, one thing is clear already—
the winners will outnumber the losers.
There are only 21 candidates officially on the ballot to fill
ASUM’s 20 Senate seats. Trinity Baillie and Dehlen Howe
have campaigned as write-in candidates. To vote, students
need to show a student ID or a driver’s license. What’s impor
tant is that students vote for only 20 candidates, election’s
committee member Allison Redenius said Sunday.
That’s how many you can vote for,” Redenius said. If there’s
more than 20 selections the ballot is discarded. Students can
vote for less than 20 candidates. They can also write in candi
dates for senator, president, vice president and business man
ager. The rules for writing in candidates are that they pay

ASUM’s $30 academic fee and that their names be identifiable.
“It has to be recognizable,” Redenius said. “It doesn’t have to
be spelled correctly.”
Students will also be asked to approve several amendments
to ASUM’s constitution.
“Most of the changes are basically to fix typographical mis
takes,” Sen. Mohammad Farooqui said. “They will go onto the
ballot because we cannot make any changes in the constitution
without the student’s consent.”
Also at the polls, there is a survey asking students if they
would support a choice between paying the $30 athletic fee or
forwarding those dollars to the Mansfield Library. The results
of the survey will be presented to the Board of Regents in May,
Farooqui said. Although a petition on the athletic/library fee
issue has been circulating for two months, Farooqui said the
regents were more likely to recognize a survey by ASUM as the
official voice of the students.

Since talk of an athletic fee
alternative surfaced last
week, members of the admin
istration and student body
have been at odds to what the
details would be, and four par
ties on Monday expressed dif
ferent feelings on its future.
UM President George
Dennison, ASUM Sen. Alison
Redenius, UM Athletic
Director Bill Moos and the
authors of a petition that
would let students choose
whether the $60 per year ath
letic fee would go to the
Mansfield Library or to athlet
ics, all said they are working
for an alternative to the ath
letic fee, but not necessarily
the same one.
Dennison said Monday that
he would continue to support
the same fee compromise he
released to the Kaimin last
Wednesday. He said the com
promise was brought to him
by Redenius on April 13, and
he understood the compromise
as a raise in the athletic fee
from $60 to $70 a year, and a
box would be available on the
Autumn Registration card
that would allow students a
choice to give $20 to the
library, or all $70 to athletics.
Students checking the box
would still be able to use the
tickets already guaranteed to
them by the athletic depart
ment to attend Griz and Lady
Griz sporting events.
“It’s not my plan,”
Dennison said. “It originated
with Alison Redenius, and she
deserves the credit. She is
calling the shots, and I am
and will be open to any new
suggestions that she makes.”
Redenius said Monday that
she would take the proposal
that she made to the
University Athletic
Committee, which she is a
part of, to a meeting with
Dennison on Wednesday.
Although her proposed is dif
ferent from Dennison’s, she
said it is the same proposal
she presented to Dennison on
April 13. Her proposal would
also raise the Athletic Fee to
$70, but students would only
get to choose to give $10 to the
library, still pay the current
$60 athletic fee and lose the
opportunity to use the tickets.
“My intent was not to cut
the athletic department,”
Redenius said. “I was given
the approval of the UAC to
explore my idea. I was sur
prised when it appeared in the
paper on Thursday.”
Redenius denied that she
was currently working with
Dennison on the plan, because
the two have only met once
and she is skeptical of his
quick embracing of a plan that
would raise tuition, even

See “Fee” page 12
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EDITORIAL--------

Dennison's plan
offers best
for both sides
At the end of each semester, we at
the Kaimin traditionally hammer out a
long list of good guys and bad guys.
The good guys get plums, the bad guys
get pits.
But this time we decided to preview
a couple of UM’S good guys and give
them the space they deserve.
UM President George Dennison and
ASUM Sen. Alison Redenius are work
ing on, albeit somewhat separately,
athletic fee “compromises.”
Dennison supports an idea that
would raise the current athletic fee
from $30 a semester to $35 a semester.
Students would be able to give an extra
$20 a year to the library if they check
the right box on their schedule bills.
And the great part is students who
donate $20 of their precious dollars to
the book-bare library will still get to
keep a set of tickets to UM sporting
events.
The authors of a 3,000-signature
strong student petition that demands
all or none—give all $30 to the athletic
department or to the library—say we
shouldn’t be fooled: Dennison’s idea is
no compromise because it actually rais
es the fee.They are understandably
skeptical, since Dennison has main
tained a stubborn opposition to chang
ing the fee until now. What’s he got up
his sleeve? As the initial impetus
behind the fee change, this group of
enterprising students deserves to be
heard Wednesday when they unveil
their latest compromise. They’ve initi
ated fires of opposition at the base of
Main Hall and in the governor’s office.
And now the president has finally
been shaken off his icy mountain to
come down and talk. And at least this
way students are able to choose where
their money goes.
And, although Redenius’ idea is less
ofa compromise, she-too should be
applauded for not only listening to stu
dents, but acting on what they say. Her
idea would, like Dennison’s, raise the
current athletic fee by $10 a year. But
students who check the box would give
only $10 to the library and also lose out
on the tickets.
Students would still be doling out
the same amount of money to athletics
if they checked the box, but losing the
athletic tickets. Doesn’t sound like
much of a compromise.
Sure the athletic department will
cry foul and say that they’re taking too
big of a hit if Dennison’s proposal pass
es. After all, students won’t be losing
anything by donating to the library
under his idea.
But every compromise has its conse
quences. If one of those consequences is
the library getting a little bigger piece
of the financial pie, then it’s a pretty
dam good agreement.
And now it’s up to us.
Unless someone can find a plan
that’s as good for both sides as
Dennison’s, the president’s compromise
should be embraced. Tell your ASUM
senators and UM administrators that
this is a fair agreement and then check
off the box on your schedule bill to
donate $20 bucks to the now-strapped
library. If you signed the petition, you
wanted a choice. Here it is.

—Kimberly Benn
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Saint Teresa of Avila (1515-1582)—A Spanish religious reformer and author of works
on the spiritual life, she was one of the first two women to be named Doctors of the Church.
Considered one of the mystic writers, Saint Teresa wrote about experiencing the nearness of
god and speaking to Jesus and to angels.

UM infirmary is a little piece of heaven on campus
Last May I contracted some sort of
illness. My stomach hurt like I had
swallowed a box of needles, and my
system did not “work quite right,” if
you know what I mean.
I went to St. Patrick Hospital emer
gency room and had cultures and blood
taken. The doctor said it was probably
nothing serious, just a case of indiges
tion. He gave me some medicine that
made me vomit, a nice addition to
stomach cramps and diarrhea. I went
back to St. Pat, sicker than ever, and a nurse rudely sug
gested I go to the Student Health Service, since I am a stu
dent. I took her advice because it did not feel like I had a
bad case of indigestion, as the doctors suggested, and it was
obvious that they simply did not have time for me.
When I got to the health service, I was ill. I knew I was
dying. The nurses took me into the regular exam rooms, and
did not take them long to get worried. I was dehydrated and
had an electrolyte imbalance. I was ready to pass out.
Then they took me to the place which this column is all
about. The infirmary. I didn’t realize we had our own little
hospital on the side of the health service. It was quiet, and
didn’t have television, but I was too sick to care. The doctors
came to speak with me and explained that they thought I
had salmonella, but the test which determined if I did took
three days. They said they would see if that was what the
emergency room had done. In the meantime, they started
me on medicine for salmonella and as I see it, saved my life.
I will spare you the really gory details about salmonella,
and what it does to your body, other than taking off ten

Guest
Column by
Larque
Richter

pounds. Just know that I was not a
very pleasant patient. But it didn’t
seem to bother the nurses at all. I
couldn’t understand, all the nurses I’d
had before were cranky and tired of
hearing people complain, but these
nurses were just beaming. They practi
cally joked and smiled me back to life.
Some cynical students at this universi
ty will say, “Well, we pay for it,” but I
want to note that we paid only $90
Spring Semester and got services that
included all doctor visits, emergencies, most basic tests,
and this hidden infirmary if you needed it. My six-day stay
at the infirmary, including tests, IV bags of potassium,
meals when I felt better, and all medications except the sal
monella killer, cost me around $65. (The nurses even
brought my mother some hot tea.) The salmonella medi
cine, unfortunately, cost $50, but the health service was not
to blame.When I felt better, I took my IV bag for a stroll
and discovered that there are private rooms in the infir
mary that have television for patients after surgeries in the
hospital. You can also stay in the infirmary if you are
depressed or just have a headache.
They don’t charge anything for a place to rest and a
mom-substitute to check in on you.
I have to commend our Student Health Service infir
mary. I have heard negative remarks concerning aspects of
the health service, but never have I heard anyone knock
the infirmary—and now I know why.
—Larque Richter is a junior in journalism.

Letters to the Editor
No respect for
cleaning done by
grounds crew
Editor:
Although the focus of Wednesday’s
Aber Day was to clean up the campus,
it seemed to strike a nerve. At the end
of this magnificent trash clean up, the
loyal participants were rewarded with
a lavish barbecue and miscellaneous
awards. The hordes of sorority babes
and the bare-chested fraternity studs
frolicked around campus joyfully pick
ing up their own cans, wrappers and
cigarette butts. Simultaneously, one
could see President George Dennison
and the dean being chauffeured
around in golf carts.
All of this glorification has been
placed in the wrong hands. The entire
campus fails to realize that at 6 a.m.
every morning five grounds members
come to work with one purpose: to
clean up. But by noon, the campus is
trashed again. This, indeed, is a
vicious cycle. These honest men and
women come to campus in the thick of
dark so that the students can enjoy
the serene beauty of campus in the
light. I realize that these people get
paid to do their job, but they have yet
to receive a barbecue or award for

their hard work. And where are all
those trash crusaders every day? One
day of help does not cut it. And the
students fail to realize that the more
trash they throw down, the more
money gets taxed on their fees.
The entire campus community
overlooks the hard work of the univer
sity’s blue collar laborers, not just the
grounds crew. A simple “thank you”
should be given every day to the work
ing class heroes of the school.
Something to think about.
—Todd Smith
junior, communications
grounds crew worker

Husmann disgusted by
ASUM elections
Editor:
This letter is in response to the
ASUM primary elections which took
place over a week ago. I am disgusted at
the incompetence that was displayed by
the ASUM Elections Committee. The
ballots were written by some asshole
who needs to enroll in English 005.
Come on! I learned how to spell my
name when I was three. But these
screw-ups can’t even read words off a
typed sheet of paper. I am horrified that
this academic institution would allow
such idiots to attend this school. How

the hell did they even
manage to fill out
their application for
admission.
For this very rea
son, I have chosen not
to return to a campus
which allows such
“Mickey Mouse” behavior on levels as
important as student government elec
tions. I would rather attend a small
community college on an island with a
population close to that of the IQ of
most of the senators and elections com
mittee officials. I would rather learn
about the mysteries of coconut husks
than deal with the bureaucratic bullshit
that this school tolerates.
As for the elections committee.....you
can kiss my ass. As for ASUM, you are
the pain in America’s side. You are the
salt in our poverty-stricken wounds, and
illiterate subculture children in this
country. I pity your miserable exis
tences. As for the students, I commend
you for dealing and putting up with
such incompetence. You are to be
rewarded for your patience and under
standing.
Thank you,
Ryan Husmann
(A.KA. Ryman)
Maleko Lopez
(A.K.A. Mark Lopez McDonnel)

’---------------------------------------------------------------

CORRECTION:

Thu7day’s
renovation forum today,” incorrectly stated that students would be charged an extra
$10 fee next year for renovating the University Center. The $10 fee was actually instated in Fall Semester 1993 Students
ovation fiV^e Bo^of
10 fl^14
“ renovation8 to the UC agreeing to pay off the bond with a $10 ren[ovation fee. The Board of Regents approved the bond sale last fall. The fee will continue until the bond is paid.
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More to the Editor
Drake makes school
great for students
Editor:
After being out of school 34 years, I
decided to start college. This was a major
undertaking for me considering that I
never finished high school, but I like a
challenge. Teachers are teachers and I
knew they had not changed since I left
high school. Guess who was wrong?
First, the teachers were younger than me
and second college is a world completely
different than high school, but here I am
and here I am going to stay.
Not often in one’s life do we meet
another individual who really influ
ences our lives, but three times in my
life this has happened to me. Once
when I was a teenager Judge Ellsworth
Gump in Spokane, Washington helped
me learn right from wrong and gave
me a chance to do right. I have always
remembered what he taught me. Wally
Pratt was the second and will always
be the most important because he has
been my best friend since the year
1949 when he moved in across the
street from my family’s home. He has
always been there for me no matter
what has happened throughout my life.
Now I have met a third person who I
will list among these influential people.
Professor Drake has taught history
here at UM since 1982. His open
friendliness and willingness to help
has given me a friend and his teaching
has given me insight into a new realm
of thinking and feeling for my fellow
man. Professor Drake’s class is
Western History 105, which is sup
posed to be a starting level class in col
lege history, but the way he teaches far
surpasses this thinking. He starts each
lecture out slow, like a roller coaster
headed to the top of the first hill, then
the fun starts. The lecture rushes his
tory towards you at a breathtaking
speed like the ride downhill on the
coaster ride, but you see everything

like you were there.
The subject of history he plays before
your eyes, you anticipate each phase he
takes you through and his voice, with
its commanding tone, leads you down a
path of knowledge I have never seen
before. Professor Drake’s vocabulary far
surpasses what most of us know, but he
uses it in such a way that even the first
time student understands. His teaching
carries us way beyond 105 History. We
now have a sound understanding of the
last 2,000 years. Professor Drake’s class
has given me the encouragement to
continue my education, the jump start
that I needed to learn and has awak
ened my mind. Every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday he brings histo
ry alive for me. Plus he has given me
his personal touch by words of encour
agement to stay in school. He is a
friend with a profound understanding
of his fellow man.
Hopefully Professor Drake stays
here at UM for many years to come.
Every Student in college, no matter
where, should have a Professor Drake
in their life. He will always be an inspi
ration for me to learn from, and a
friend, I hope for many years to come.
He is a teacher among teachers and in
his tradition I hope to pass on the
knowledge that I have learned from
him to another generation.

Dana D. Atwood
English Composition

Stolen bike parts
bought on short
college budget
Editor:
Have you run into anyone lately
who can only afford peanut butter and
jelly, yet turned up with a new Rock
Shox fork?
On Sunday April 17,1 parked my
bike outside the main entrance to the
UC at about 10 a.m. and studied all day
until about 6 p.m. When I got ready to
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leave, I found my bike forkless and
brakeless—a little tough to ride.
Whoever you are, Tm sorry I trusted
you when I locked up my bike(both my
front wheel and frame to a post) outside
the UC. Pm sure you’re still running
around with your headset and alien
wrench (Tm sure you were the one who
took my bar ends a month ago too—
parked in the same place) and should
almost have a complete bike now.
Maybe I’ll finally catch you when you
come back with a hack saw to take my
frame. Anyway, that bike was one of the
only nice things I own and was less than
a year old. And by the way, I spent my
own hard-earned money on it and it was
my only form of transportation.
I find it hard to believe that no one
saw anything in broad daylight. If you
did see anything, give me a call. I real
ize my fork is long gone, but Pd still like
to know what kind of a person would
steal from another college student.

Cara Wade
sophomore, nutrition
721-2485

English department
hangs out laundry?
Editor:
Re: Kaimin article—’’English
department at odds”
How interesting that the charges
Mayer levels at Harrington’s writings
(Shem/Shaun) should be so similar to
the charges leveled at Joyce for his
writing of Finnegan’s Wake. How do
lesser beings try to cut the legs out
from under someone whose abilities
frighten and intimidate them? Well,
first they call their works “badly writ
ten,” “incoherent,” and then they get on
with the real dirt and call them “anti
semitic”—and in Joyce’s case I suppose
they should have called him “anti
Irish,” “anti-Catholic,” and even a “sex
ist.” After all, it was a woman who kept
urinating on the door to get Finnegan’s

by Bjorn van der Voo

attention; it was the
old women of Dublin
who were relegated
to doing the laundry
on the banks of the
Liffey. (Which is, inci
dentally, one of the
most lyrical pieces of
English language ever written—bur
ble, burble.)
Echoes—is the English department
trying to air its dirty laundry?
A word to Professor Justman: I might
think that you are a jerk, but that has to
do with your personality, the fact that
you are Jewish is incidental.
A word to the English department:
where did everybody lose their sense of
humor; did that happen with the
advent of political correctness?
Sandie McQuillan, EVST staff

Cobain deserves
sympathy, not
angry analysis
Editor:
I fail to see the reason for the anger
behind Michael David Thomas’ ugly, vit
riolic, and ultimately pointless condem
nation of Kurt Cobain’s suicide. Using
terms like “idiot,” “coward,” and the ulti
mate in moronic put-downs,
“grungedick,” to castigate an obviously
dysfunctional man for killing himself is
the ultimate example of kicking a man
when he’s down (a la Albert Goldman’s
bios of Elvis and John Lennon). Cobain
never claimed to be a well-adjusted indi
vidual. His rage at an indifferent, imageobsessed society permeates every
Nirvana recording from “Bleach” to “In
Utero” and hit a nerve with a disaffected
generation encouraged to shut up, buy a
lot of stuff, and rebel in benign and per
haps eccentric ways. Cobain’s music
reflected a confused and furious man,
and he found many soulmates.
Thomas’ awkward reference to
Cobain’s lyrics as the “incessant and
incoherent ravings of a drug-induced
loser” is, in a word, wrong. Cobain wrote
about anger and alienation with power
ful and, at times, disturbing, honesty.
Maybe, as Thomas wrote, he wasn’t John
Lennon, but who is? Is there a hierarchi
cal scale of acceptable suicides, with the
more talented individuals’ deaths being
more acceptable than those less graced
with God’s gifts? Whether or hot he was
the spokesman for a generation is irrele
vant. What is relevant is that after-thefact condemnations of Cobain’s, yes, trag
ic suicide are pointless, tiresome, and a
little too easy.
How easy is it, how much courage
does it take to sit back on one’s throne
and condemn those in pain for their suf
fering? Cobain, who was unable to kick
his heroin habit and suffered from manic
depression, didn’t try to cash in on his
anguish—he merely elucidated it in
music that somehow became worldfamous. He didn’t seek the spotlight—it
found him, and he was unable to cope
with the intense scrutiny and adulation
that followed. Cobain’s suicide is more
deserving of sympathy than the incom
prehensible anger that it has elicited.
Thomas’ editorial was just another in
a series of examples of how people have
sought to analyze—and ultimately
diminish—Cobain’s suicide. Look at all
the articles by guys in highrises in New
York who proudly proclaim themselves
not to be members of “Generation X” and
are bewildered by the grief that has met
Cobain’s death. These articles are more
examples, as if we needed more, that
these guys don’t get it. Thomas appar
ently is just as uncomprehending.
If Thomas wants to follow the teach
ings of his apparent idol John Lennon, it
seems compassion should be his guide for
judgement rather than facile, knee-jerk
maliciousness.

Joel Reese
graduate student, journalism
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The following is a partial compila
tion of university police reports
taken from
April 18 to April 25:
• University police cited a student for pos
session of an illegal weapon after responding
to a call concerning possible marijuana use in
Craig Hall. No one was in the room when
police arrived and there was no evidence of
marijuana use, but officers saw a cigarette
burning a hole in the carpet. When officers
entered the room and put out the cigarette,
they discovered a switchblade knife.
• University police took a dog to the vet
after they received a call that the dog had
been hit by a car on the corner of McLeod and
Arthur avenues.
• A student in Miller Hall was cited with
possession of drug paraphernalia. The student
will appear in front of Municipal Court Judge
Don Louden.

• A woman called university police after
two males followed her from Hellgate High
School to Main Hall. The males blocked off the
exits in Main Hall. One of the men was cited
by university police for possession of drug
paraphernalia.
• Individuals have been calling various
campus offices claiming to be representatives
of Data Fax who are selling manuals for
Canon Copiers. The individuals don’t repre
sent Data Fax.
• University police took a student with a
sprained ankle to Student Health Services.

• University police talked to a group of chil-

VIGILANTE

dren who were beating on mailboxes and
climbing in and out of dumpsters in family
housing.

STORAGE

Serving the U of M for 20 years!
• Camera Serveillance System
• Resident Caretaker
• Guard Dogs, Completely Fenced

• The east and north sides of the Business
Building’s new edition is being pecked by an
incessant woodpecker.

• 18 Sizes to Choose From
• Commercial or Residential
• Indoor & Outdoor Storage

and Lighted
Office Hours: Mon-Sat. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Gate Hours: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 7 days a week

• A student lost his backpack near the
University Center. The backpack contained
several items including a check book and eye
glasses.

549-4111 • 4050 Hwy 10 W-• 1 mile east of airport

• University police cited a student for
pulling fire alarms. The student will appear
before Municipal Court Judge Don Louden.

the presidents lecture series
1993-1994

• A vehicle window was broken during a
ball game. The vehicle was parked on Connell
Avenue near the Clover Bowl. Another vehicle
parked near the Clover Bowl was hit by a soft
ball and dented.

• University police were called to assist an
injured squirrel after a student saw the ani
mal fall from the third floor of Elrod Hall. The
squirrel was injured but alive.
• The front windshield of a vehicle parked
in front of Craig Hall was hit by a pellet gun.
• A purse was stolen from a vehicle parked
near the Field House during last Wednesday’s
Vince Gill concert. The purse contained a wal
let and glasses as well as other items.

Reminder:
• It’s the season of bicycle and bike part
thefts. Since the beginning of Fall Semester, 50
bike thefts have been reported and 27 incidents
of bike part thefts. So, university police say
mark your removable bike parts and record
any and all serial numbers.

This year’s lecture series will consist of eight talks on vital topics by
distinguished guest speakers. The University community and genera'
public are cordially invited to attend all of the lectures. Admission is free.

Ginger K. Renner
Art Historian

“Charles Russell The Persistence
of His Art”
Tuesday, April 26, 1994
8:00 P.M., Urey Lecture Hall

So much for so little. Read the Kaimin

The University of

Montana

Looks like a
Vivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

|Tj Lt Al ’J JI
por fast pick up-safe as coffee

Revive with VIVARIN.®
x Uaa only a* directed. Contain. caffeine equivalent to 2 cupa of coffee.

C1S03 SmtthKlna Bwcham.
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Candidates agree on what to do; disagree on how to do it
best to do it.
The Josh Arnold/Shawn
Fast ticket took an aggres
sive stance.
Vice presidential candi
date Fast said ASUM needs
to pressure the administra
tion to listen to students by
seeing it gets “bad press.”

Joe Paisley
Kaimin Staff
Both tickets for the presidential/vice presidential
seats agreed that the ASUM
Senate needs to work with
the UM administration, but
neither could agree on how

'Wizza Pipeline
piping

“ASUM does not have the
power to change the adminis
tration,” Fast said. “We’ve
got to make them look bad.”
The Jennifer Panasuk/Jon
Lindsay ticket took a more
genteel approach.
Presidential candidate
Panasuk said the administra
tion is willing to work with
students if they conduct them
selves more professionally.
“I believe a relationship
with the administration can be
a positive one,” Sen. Panasuk
said. “By building a better
relationship with the adminis
tration, I can be a more effec
tive leader for ASUM.”
Sen. Lindsay said destroy
ing ASUM’s relationship with
the administration over one
issue’ ruins the Senate’s
chances later.
Arnold said ASUM needs

to be firm in how it deals
with UM President George
Dennison.
“We’ve had the athletic fee
crammed down our throats,”
Arnold said. “I won’t go there
to play patty-cake.”
Both tickets said the
Senate needs strong leader
ship because of the guarantee
of at least 19 new senators
next fall.
Sen. Betty Gregory is the
only incumbent running for
office.
Arnold said he wants to
start working with the new
Senate right away on
Thursday, if he’s elected.
“They need a little time to
get their feet wet,” Arnold
said. Elections for the 20
Senate seats and the offices
of president, vice president
and business manager are

April 26-27 in the UC atrium.
Dealing with the
Legislature also topped the
priority list for both tickets.
Arnold praised Fast’s cre
dentials as an assistant
director for legislative affairs
of Student Political Action, a
post Fast has held for the
last semester.
Lindsay said his and
Panasuk’s experience on the
University Center Board,
which is dealing with $4 mil
lion of renovations, has
helped them learn the give
and take of negotiation and
what allies to make, includ
ing the regents, faculty and
administration.
“The Legislature is not the
only player,” Lindsay said. “I
think I know where our com
mon ground is with those
groups.”

New venture to allay family-housing crunch
Late Night Special
16" Two Item
plus Two
22oz Soft Drinks

cszo
Valid 9 p.m. -1 a.m. ONLY
Expires 5/3/94

Dinner
I One Hem 16"^w
One 5 piece order of

I Tricky Stix^
2 - 22oz Soft Drinks

I
I Not valid with any other offer

Expires 5/3/94

FREE DELIVERY'S
2100 Stevens,
Missoula, Montana
Not valid witn any other offer.

THE HOTLINE

721-7500

WOMEN IN THE ARTS

THE ART OF

SPINNING

Jane Makich
for the Kaimin
The architects for UM’s
120-apartment family housing
project will unveil the pro
posed site and design
Wednesday at a public meet
ing from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Dell
Brown Room of Turner Hall.
Steve Laughrun, UM
Family Housing administra
tive officer, said about 1,200
people are on the waiting list
for family housing. However,
he said the real number is
probably smaller because some
people who found housing

have not taken their names off
the list.
“We still have a waiting
list,” Laughrun said, adding
that the additional units will
help ease the housing crunch.
The addition of new apart
ments will bring the total
number up to 514 units.
Construction is expected to
begin this fall and to be com
pleted in August 1996.
Laughrun said the tenants of
the new apartments will pay
utility costs, while the tenants
of the older buildings will have
their utilities paid.
“There are trade-offs,”

Laughrun said, adding that
the new apartments will be
more popular, while the old
ones will be cheaper.
Laughrun said the project
may not require all of the
allotted $7.2 million.
Taylor Architects from
Bozeman has been working on
the project since December. At
the meeting, drawings of
apartment interiors will be on
display, as well as a site plan
showing the complex. The
building site is along South
Avenue adjacent to the golf
course and the University’s
existing family housing units.

WHEN FINALS ARE OVER,
THE CRAMMING BEGINS.
Save time and energy. Bring everything down to Mall Boxes Etc.
and let us pack it all up and ship it home.

CALL TO ARRANGE FREE PICK-UP!

MAIL BOXES ETC.'

721-8223
Corner Brooks & South
2401 Brooks
l/PS Authorized Shipping Outlet

ranchteei Independently Owned and Operated.01993 Mail Boxes Etc.

Would you like to be able to use the Student Health Service in the
summer EVEN if you’re not enrolled for summer session?

If so, do the following:

• You must pay the Student Health Service
fee ($67.50) in order to be eligible for services.
• This special registration for Summer Health
Services will begin Monday, May 2.

• Register at either the Controller's Office
or the Registration Center.

Mary Beth will be demonstrating 'The Art of Spinning" with
cotton, silk and other fibers today in the UC Bookstore. Mary
Beth is also a signatured member of the Montana Watercolor
Society.

TODAY 3pm UC Bookstore

Interested in
SUMMER Blue Cross
Blue Shield INSURANCE?
If you wish to purchase SUMMER Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance
coverage, you'll be able to register and pay the fee during a special
registration period. The summer insurance fee is $128.
Register for this special insurance Monday, May 2 - Friday, May 13 ONLY.
Pay at the Registration Center in the Lodge.

UC

UNIVERSITY CENTER

NOTE: If you have already purchased SUMMER Blue Cross Blue Shield and now wish to waive
this summer coverage, you may do so during this registration period.
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Casino developer threatens city with lawsuit
Ashley Wilson
Kaimin Reporter
Opposing a casino in the downtown
Hamburger Ace building would open up the
city to legal action, the project’s lawyer said
Monday.
“I don’t think you have any choice but to
approve the application as submitted,” said
Missoula lawyer Milt Datsopoulos. “I feel I
am on impeccable legal ground here. I think
it would be unfortunate to create a huge legal
battle over this.”
He spoke at a rare second public hearing
at Monday’s Missoula City Council meeting
about businessman Bill McQuirk’s proposal
to open a 24-hour casino. At an April 4 hear
ing, owners of downtown businesses spoke
out against the proposal, joining several
members of the Plat, Annexation and Zoning
Committee who said it would damage the
area’s historical character.
Deny Staggs, who runs the Old Post Pub
across the street, said Monday he wouldn’t
oppose the proposed casino if it were a
“classier” business. “If Mr. McQuirk was
building an English-style pub across the
street, we wouldn’t be here today,” he said,
adding people can go to the 93 Strip for more
casinos.

Datsopoulos said the casino would improve
the old Hamburger Ace site. “This is going to
be an establishment of quality,” he said.
In other news, the council voted to make
newer manufactured homes legal in Missoula
— with some restrictions.
The ordinance, requiring 1991 and newer
models on permanent foundations, passed 64. Curtis Horton added a revision that
requires the homes to have six-inch eves, so
they would blend in with conventional houses
better.
“They are really going to stick out like sore
thumbs,” he said of homes with small drip
guards that were allowed without the amend
ment.
But Ward 1 Councilwoman Elaine Shea
said to make that requirement, when there is
none for conventional homes, is unfair.
“Unless we are going to require a six-inch
eave on site-built homes, I feel it’s discrimi
nation,” she said.
Ward 6Councilman Craig Sweet said the
rule amounted to a ban on homes older than
1994, though, since few were built then with
the eves. Sweet said making the less expen
sive homes legal throughout Missoula will
allow more people to own their own homes,
he said, striking a blow against Missoula’s
housing crisis.

Kaimin use # 46: Put a bundle on top of the healthy, low-fat,
air-popped com hidden in your well-fitted backpack when you go
to the movies. They’ll be so taken with the Kaimin news, sports
and features they’ll forget to search to the bottom of the bag.

Are you sleeping
with someone
to die for?
The person you're sleeping with could hove a
sexually transmitted disease. Even AIDS. If you're
not up to date on how to protect yourself, you
could be making a date with death.
So before you get hurt, get help. You can talk
to us about anything, and get all your questions
answered in straight talk. And you can take
advantage of our extensive range of services
including gynecological exams, breast exams,
free pregnancy testing and counseling. Pap tests,
testing and treatment of sexually transmitted
diseases, os well as HIV testing and counseling,
services for men, abortions, plus birth control and
counseling about safe sex.
Planned Parenthood is committed to
providing affordable care with professionalism,
understanding, privacy ond confidentiality.
So make the smart choice and come to
Planned Parenthood.

For an appointment,
Call 728-5490
219 E. Main

P Planned Parenthood’

THE MISSOULA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA, JOSEPH HENRY, MUSIC DIRECTOR, PRESENTS

THE MISSOUIA SYMPHONYORCHESTRA & CHORALE

POPS
Sunday, May 1

CONCERT
TIM EVENING IM V1ENT1V

7:30 p.m.

For Tickets/Information

Wilma Theatre

721-3194

Sponsored by Worden. Thane & Haines. PC.

You may even get paid for
reading it • After all, this book from
MasterCard' offers lots of useful tips on finding a real

job, and it’s written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It’s more than a credit card. It’s smart money:

C 1994 MmaCmt Inlmoliimal Imrjwiulrd

lifestyles
Hang gliders
take to skies
over Missoula
photos and story
by Scot M. Schuckert

The road that takes
Missoula’s hang gliders up the
back of Mount Sentinel is
rocky and rough - a definite
4WD road. With their 15-foot
crafts strapped to the roof, The
Hang Gliders Club gets a lot
unfriendly looks from hikers
and cyclists as they motor
their trucks up the old Forest
Service road.
At the 5,000-foot summit
the view of the Missoula valley
is magnificent. But imagine
the view from 11,000 feet - the
height the hang gliders can
reach on a good day.
They are a good-natured
group of people, who are gen
erally happy to talk to anyone
about their sport. They live for
the thermal, or warm wind
current, which will carry them
into the heights and take them
as far as Drummond and
beyond.
The unexperienced would
disagree, but hang gliding is a
relatively safe sport. “Much
safer than riding your bike up
the Pattee Canyon road,”
according to glider Karl
Hallman.
The Missoula group has had
very few accidents. Most of the
gliders are willing to chew out
another for not wearing a hel
met. Too many accidents could
jeppardize the group’s use of
the mountain.
Anyone interested in flying
must take a training course to
become certified. There are
four levels of certification. A
pilot must be at least a level
three to fly off Mount Sentinel.
Cost is a major factor to
consider. A used glider and
additional equipment could
cost as much as $1,500. New, a

PETER SWANSON slips into his bag after launching. The pilots zip into the insulated bags once up in the air.
glider can costs upwards to
$5,000, not to mention the nec
essary 4WD vehicle.
Paragliders offer a different
package. They are less expen
sive and easier to transport,
but are not as fast and maneu
verable.
It takes approximately 40
minutes for the pilots to set up
their crafts. The process

uch safer than
riding your bike
up Pattee Canyon
Road.”

M

—Karl Hallman
The Hang Gliders Club
member

becomes a little more difficult
on a real windy day.
Launching is a science in
itself, as the pilot waits for the
right wind conditions which
will lift the glider into the
heavens. Once in the air, the
pilot zips into an insulated
shell, which looks much like a
sleeping bag. Up high, temper
atures can drop to 30 degrees
and colder.
The pilot is in radio contact
with the other gliders, those
on the ground, and the airport

KEVIN WOLFE assembles his glider, taking about 45 minutes.

control tower. They are
equipped with a variety of
instruments and gadgets
which transmit speed and alti
tude figures.
On a warm calm day it can
prove to be very difficult to get
any real altitude. It’s the days
that look kind of bad, with
clouds looming over the
Bitteroot and Rattlesnake,
that can be the best. These are
the days that produce the
thermals, which can take a
glider incredibly high. The
pilot catches a thermal and
begins a circling climb.
On good days, the gliders
travel so high thay can barely
be seen from the top of Mount
Sentinel. They stay in the air
sometimes for hours, before
making their descent towards
Domblaser Field.
They land, or try to land,
between Domblaser and the
University Golf Course.
Landings are not always that
graceful. The main thing to
avoid, is not to let the nose of
the glider come down first, and
as gliders say “doink” into the
ground.
The pilots park their gliders
under a row of tall pines. With
those still in the air circling
above, they talk boastfully
about their flight and wonder
what the weather is going to
do tomorrow.

KARL HALLMAN soars over the burnout on the side of Mount
Sentinel.

MEMBERS of the hang gliders club head to the top of Mount Sentinel to launch their gliders.
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Helpers
needed to
salvage
sculpture
Save Outdoor Sculpture of
Montana (SOS) wants more
volunteers to help record and
assess the conditions of out
door sculptures.
A workshop on how to help
join this volunteer organization
will be held Wednesday April
27 from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
One project includes find
ing out what happened to the
statue of Sacagawea that once
stood in Missoula’s Sacagawea
Park. SOS has already docu
mented 40 sculptures in
Missoula and the surrounding
counties.
For more information call
Deborah Mitchell at 728-0447
during the day.
Rebecca Huntington/Kaimin

MIKE GILBERT, who manages facilities for campus recreation, spreads sand over the soggy softball field Monday. He said the key to
handling the sloppy job is “not to wear your own clothes.”

Recycle

Wednesday, April 27 • 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.
McGill Hall, Room 28

Don't Miss The Last Event Of
Our Performing Arts Series

During the registration period. April 18 - April 29. you might wish to phone ahead or stop by
and make an appointment so you won't have to wait long.

McPARTLAND
A virtuoso performance at
the piano with McPartland's
personal style of jazz

Wednesday,
April 27 • §4*3

Will You be in the UC Today?
Take 5 minutes and VOTE!!
ASUM General Election
President/Vice President
Business Manager
Senators

University Theatre
Tickets available
at all TIC-IT-E-Z
[outlets or 243-499^

Constitutional Referendums
and your chance to vote on the
Athletic Fee/Library Fee choice.
Bring Your ID!
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

The Guard's Got ’Em
• GI Bin - $190.00 Per Month up to $6,840
• $14,000 Salary (based on your first
enlistment term)
Other Benefits May Be Available

iAite night
Five Tacos and a large
Mountain Dew for $3.59
if you purchase between
Midnight-5am
651 E. Broadway
& 3400 Brooks

g O MohtariaKdimin,:Tuesday’/April26)il994

You can join the Guard in the job specialty of your
choice. Work for the Guard one weekend a month
and two weeks a summer. You can go to college fulltime and the Guard will help pay the bills.
Call* RON CARROLL 728-0853

OR 1-800-621-3027

I
I National Guard

Expert to discuss Charles Russell’s art
Kevin Mullen
for the Kaimin
One of the leading authori
ties on the work of Charles
Russell will lecture at UM
Tuesday about the life and art
of the famous Montana cowboy.
Art historian Ginger K.
Renner will present the lec
ture “Charles Russell: The
Persistence of His Art,” at 8
p.m. in the Urey Lecture Hall.
Russell, who was bom in
St. Louis, came west in the
late 1800’s aS a teenager to
become a cowboy. He spent a
lot of time around Helena and
Great Falls working outside,
and later set up an art studio
in Great Falls.
Renner said there were a
number of reasons, including

his amazing ability to capture
the moment of action, that
Russell’s art has continued to
be popular throughout the
years.
“He put a love of Montana
into what he created and peo
ple who look at his work can
recognize that love,” said
Renner. “He touches so many
of us with glimpses of life we
know something about or fan
tasize about.”
Renner, who started her
career as a gallery owner,
began studying Charles
Russell after marrying the
now deceased Frederic C.
Renner, who was the foremost
authority on the art of Charles
Russell. She said she became
“totally inoculated” with
Russell after being surround

ed by his art, files about him,
and people coming over to talk
about him.
Renner said she now pos
sesses “extensive files and
archives on Russell’s work.”
The collection includes about
4,500 3x5 cards with informa
tion on each piece of art that is
known to exist, a full file
drawer on fake Russell art,
and 7 or 8 one-of-a-kind books
with Russell original works
inside them. UM history
Professor Richard Drake said
the lecture would benefit any
one who is interested in '
Montana and would like to
learn about the culture that
influenced Russell. Renner
will also conduct a seminar
from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Science Complex 131.

WOMEN IN THE ARTS

MARION McPARTLAND
concept

Movie popcorn mystery: Why all the saturated fat?
WASHINGTON (AP) — What’s a movie
without popcorn? About 900 less calories, and
no artery-clogging fat.
Moviegoers are better off passing up the
popcorn at most theaters, the Center for
Science in the Public Interest said today.
That’s because about 70 percent of the
aters pop corn in coconut oil, making what
could be a healthy treat into a high-fat food,
the center said.
“Theater popcorn ought to be the Snow
White of snack foods, but it has been turned
into Godzilla by being popped in highly satu
rated coconut oil,” Michael Jacobson, execu
tive director of CSPI, said in a statement.
A 16-cup medium bucket of coconut oil
popcorn has 901 calories, and 43 grams of
cholesterol-raising fat—more than twice the
limit of saturated fat recommended daily.
Some large buckets of popcorn topped with
butter contain four days worth of saturated
fat, the center found. And even a five-cup,

kid-size bag contains 14 grams of saturated
fat—about three-fourths of the recommended
daily limit.
Some theaters advertise “healthier” canola
popcorn. That’s an improvement over coconut
oil. But because it’s made with canola short
ening, not oil, it’s still high in cholesterol, the
center found.
“Canola is a definite improvement over
coconut, but tasty air-popped popcorn is the
real answer,” Jacobson said. Air-popped pop
corn has at least 70 percent less fat than any
oil-popped popcorn, he said.
The center is urging theaters to:

ASUM Performing Arts is proud to bring you
jazz pianist Marion McPartland. She will be

performing tonight al the University Theatre at
8 O'clock.

Ms. McPartland has won many

prestigious awards including:

The Peabody

Award, and the ASCAP-Deems Taylor Award for
her National Public Radio show "Piano Jazz".

TONIGHT 8PM UNIVERSITY THEATRE

—Switch to air-popped popcorn.

—If oil must be used, switch to corn or
peanut oil, which doesn’t have to be hydro
genated into shortening and therefore con
tain no trans fat.
—Provide nutrition and ingredient label
ing on popcorn packages.

This od brought to you by the UCr<
________________________________________ UNIViRSIITY CENTER

You could rent any truck.
Then again, you could’ve
gone to any school.

There are thousands of colleges out there. Fortunately, you made a good choice.
Now make the right choice when you leave. Rent a truck from Ryder.
Ryder makes your move easy. With a convenient toll-free reservation number.
Clean, reliable vehicles that are easy to load and drive. Fast processing to speed up check
in and check-out. And a 24-hour Roadside Assistance Line for help along the way.
So put your education to good use and call 1-800-GO-RYDER (1-800-467-9337)
or call your local Ryder dealerfor special student rates:
\Ne’re there when you need us.

2401W. Broadway
406-721-8883

2000 W. Central
406-549-3523

1659N. 1st
406-363-3808
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spirts
UM’s track team’s playing it safe
Dan Ross
for the Kaimin
The UM women’s track team played
it safe last Saturday and pulled up with
a second-place finish in the Montana
Quadrangular at Domblaser Stadium.
The Lady Griz scored 109 points to
Montana State’s 132 and third place
Eastern Washington’s 76, but head
coach Dick Koontz said the final team
standings don’t tell the whole story.
“Our women could have certainly
won the scoring part of the meet had we
not pulled some of our kids out of cer
tain events because they were a little
sore,” Koontz said. “Shelley (Smathers)
and Brandy (Morrison) could have got
ten us a lot more points, plus we didn’t
even enter a triple jumper where we
might’ve gone 1 and 2, so we gave away
a lot of points trying to take care of our
athletes. That’s probably something a
lot of people don’t understand.”
Koontz feels that sometimes too
much is made of scoring meets, espe
cially this early in the season.
“Everybody loves to see scores, but
I’m not real into that until the end of
the season. Sometimes it can do more
harm than good.”
Some of the good on the women’s track
side came from All-American Shelley
Smathers, who won the 1,500 meters by a
stride, and provisionally qualified for the
NCAA tournament with her first place
finish in the 5,000. Also, Karin Clark
fought off a flu bug and MSV s Christine
Determan to win the 800 meters, and
Deanna Bundy turned in a personal best
time of 14.89 seconds to claim the 100meter hurdles race.
The Lady Griz showed their
prowess on the field as well by sweep

ing the 1-2-3 spots in the high jump.
Brenda Naber leaped to first place
with a mark of 5 feet, 7 inches, while
Heidi Williams cleared the same
height but took second because of
more failed attempts. Cathy Schwend
was third at 5 feet, 5 inches. Other
winners on the oval for the women
were Zoey Renbarger in the javelin
and Kim Sorkness in the shot put.
“Again, we could’ve scored a lot more
points if this was the conference cham
pionships and we pushed our kids,”
Koontz reiterated. “But it’s still early,
and by the end of the season I think
we’ll show ourselves to be a quality
women’s track team.”
On the men’s side, it was a differ
ent story.
The Montana State men dominated
the scoring with 10 first-place finish
es and 193 points on the day. Eastern
Washington was second with 149, fol
lowed by Idaho’s 141 1/2 and UM’s
136 1/2. The only winners for the Griz
came from Dave Kolle in the 100
meters, Donovan Shanahan in the
5000 meters, and the 400 and 1600meter relay teams. A potential win in
the 400-meter race was nullified
when sprinter Keith Hellyer had a
problem hearing the starter.
“Keith was standing up waving at
the starter because he couldn’t hear
him,” Koontz said. “Then all of a sud
den the gun went off and Keith was
wondering what to do. He never took
off. We could’ve had the race recalled,
but our recall starter never showed up
for the meet.”
Overall, Koontz said he was pleased
by the men’s performance even though
they didn’t fare well in the field events
and didn’t score a lot of points.

Lady Griz tennis team end season
Tom Cotton
for the Kaimin

The Lady Griz Tennis team ended
up the season at the Big Sky
Championships in Boise last weekend
on a disappointing note as they dropped
all three matches and finished in
eighth place.
Montana opened the tournament
against the eventual Big Sky champion
Weber State Wildcats. The Lady Griz
were unable to score a point against the
Wildcats and were beaten 5-0. Montana
was led by number one player Jenny
Gaisbauer, who played well, but lost a
two set match 6-2, 6-2.
On Saturday, the Lady Griz faced
Idaho State. The results were the same
as the Weber State match with the
Grizzlies losing 5-0. Gaisbauer was the
lone bright spot for the Grizzlies as she
again played well, but lost a two set

■;
TOUR
"
NEW ZEALAND

match. UM finished the tournament
with a loss to Eastern Washington, 5-0.
Illness hurt the Lady Griz’s chances
this weekend as freshman Christy
Konzen was out sick. UM tennis coach,
Kris Nord, said that if the Lady Griz
could have fielded a full team they may
have been able to play better.
“I am realistic about how we did this
weekend,” Nord said. “We were the
eighth seed going into the tournament.
It just wasn’t meant to be. I am disap
pointed that we couldn’t field a full
team, but the kids tried their best. “
The Grizzlies were a young team
this year and they went through confer
ence play without winning a match.
Nord said he sees better things on the
horizon. He said UM has signed 5 new
players for next year and that the new
blood should bring improvement.
“I am real optimistic about next sea
son. We should be dramatically
improved,” said Nord.

Grizzly Classic Results
Overall Men

1) Ann Seifert
2) Julie Evans

Men, 14-18

Women, 19-24

1) Dominic Paas
2) Clif Morlan

1) Nicole Lindstrom
2) Shirley Gustafson

Men, 19-24

Women, 25-29

1) Todd Struckman
2) Matt Seeley

1) Linda D’ Antonio
2) Laurie Lamont

Men, 25-29

Women, 30-34

1) David Berkoff
2) Charles Dumke

1) Julie Evans
2) Christine Weigand

Men, 30-34

Women, 35-39

1) Bill Allen
2) Boyd Burtch

1) Ann Seifert
2) Leslie Whitmore

Men, 35-39

Women, 40-49

1) Don Evans
2) Scott Schneckloth

1) Becky Williams
2) Anne Murphy

Men, 40-49

Men 50+

1) Scott Gibbs
2) Allen Legreid

1) Dick Barrett
2) Robert Clark Jr.

TAKE ONE!!
This is a CLUBFOOT® Sandwich.
They're so unique, they've been
granted Federal Trademark Protection.

Informational Meeting
and
Slide show
Wed 27 Apr. SC304,7:30pm

Overall Women

1) David Berkoff
2) Todd Struckman

' HEY!, DON’T JUST LOOK AT IT '

SPRING SEM. '95
U.M. CREDITS

Interested students should
contact Geology Dept, before
finals week.
SC 311 (8-12,1-5)
■
Tel 243-2341
■

Rebecca Huntington/Kaimin

DAVID BERKOFF and Todd Struckman congratulate each other at the finish
of last weekend’s rain-plagued Grizzly Classic Triathlon. Berkofffinished first
for the second year in a row, while Struckman, the race champion in 1992, fin
ished second.

SUMMER COUNSELOR JOBS

Morning Adventure Camp
on UM campus

They taste so good they're addictive.
They are available in thousands of
different combinations.
This coupon is good for $ 1.00 off of
one AT REGULAR PRICE.--------- ►

STAGGERING OX
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1204 W. KENT 542-2206

Games •Arts/Crafts • Swimming
Pick up application at the Campus
Recreation office. Room 116 in the
Recreation Annex. Applications due

Monday, May 2.

Packing hooks the wrong way
can cause strain, hack pain
purses have
these same
problems,” Roop
said. Briefcases
After class, typical UM stu
are less of a
dents put their books in their
problem, he
backpacks, throw the back
said, but people
packs over their shoulders and
should switch
take off. What these students
hands often to
don’t know is that they may
avoid straining
also be packing potential pain.
muscles.
Two Missoula chiropractors
Both chiro
agreed that wearing a backpack
practors said
improperly can cause pain in
students could
varying degrees. Chiropractor
experience pain
Christopher Buzan said a stu
when taking
dent may feel pain or burning
deep breaths
between the shoulder blades,
and also stiff
soreness or stiffness in the neck
Derek Pruitt/Kaimin
ness in the
IN MANY cases, students’ muscle and back pain can be traced back to improper use of a backpack according to local chiro
muscles and possibly even
practors. Despite this relationship, many students persist in throwing heavy packs over one shoulder and heading to class.
shoulders. This
numbness in arms and hands.
is not only caused by wearing
too handy to carry it over one
“If you wear a backpack on
is use a dry heating pad
“We try to not let anyone out
the backpack over one shoulder.
shoulder.” He said these people
one shoulder a lot,” Buzan said,
because it will cause joint and
of here without them knowing
Buzan pointed out that just
would benefit by not using their
“you can create a chronic strain
muscle inflammation.
how to wear one,” he said. “We
because both arms are in the
backpacks for awhile.
on the muscles. Pain is general
Students should check for
show them how to load a back
straps does not mean it’s being
If students are suffering
ly the thing that tells you that
trigger points, which are
pack too,” he added.
worn properly.
from any of these backpacksomething is wrong.”
hard knots in the. muscles
But at another local sport
related symptoms, they
said Buzan. This is a sure
ing goods store the employee
“You want to make sure
Another Missoula chiroprac
should correct the fit of the
sign that the muscle is being
questioned said he didn’t
that you keep the shoulder
tor, Randy Roop, agreed with
backpack, and start stretch
strained he said.
know of any brand of day
straps
fairly
tight,
”
Buzan
Buzan and said other symp
ing out the areas in pain,
So how did all these students packs — as opposed to those
said. He also said that any
toms, that could point to back
said both chiropractors.
get to be using backpacks
huge packs made for long
thing sharp or irregularly
pack strain are ear aches and
Roop also said that icing the
improperly? A manager of a
distance hikers and campers
shaped should be put far
headaches — especially if they
area three or four times a day
local sporting goods store said
— that give the wearer any
away from the person’s back.
occur at school, and quit hurt
for about 20 minutes at a time
that backpacks generally come
instructions. He also said
ing at night, when you are not
Roop said some people
will reduce inflammation and
with instructions, at his store
backpack wearing is simple
using a backpack.
know they are not wearing a
ease the pain. He said that the
everyone is fitted for their back
enough that people don’t
“A lot of women with heavy
backpack right, but “it’s just
worse thing that could be done
packs.
need it explained to them.

Larque Richter

for the Kaimin

kiosk
The
Kaimin
assumes
no
responsibility for advertisements
which are placed in the Classified
Section. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before
paying out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
FChristie—I found your keys at the
bus stop on 55th. A little tennis shoe
and medallion with a griz were on it
too. Call me to pick up at 523-4810.
Lost: Pair of Rayban women’s
sunglasses at Blue Mtn. Folf Course.
Rick 549-0327.

Lost: McGill on 4/11 “Teaching
Health Strategies.” Call 721-2927.
Found: Keys in Urey Lecture Hall.
Claim at Kaimin Office, Journalism
206.

Lost: 2 1/2 in silver platypus lost in
front of Forestry or UC. 243-5761
Jessica.

Lost: Thick silver bracelet
w/Indonesian clasp. Possibly @
Maxwell’s Monday night. 542-1749.
Lost: Jansport green backpack taken
from car near Sentinel. Reward. 8256110.
Lost: Keys in lecture hall has 4/21.
Picture of baby girl on ring w/3 keys.
Call Diane at 728-5824.

PERSONALS
Chromed and Painted, Hopped up
Chopped, Extended, Harleys! Don’t
miss the biggest Show & Swap
between Seattle and Sturgis Sat Apr

The University of Montana
haritable Giving Campaign is
accepting applications for local
agency or federation within the State
of Montana to participate in the 19945 campaign. Applications may be
requested by writing to Lori Morin,

School of Parmacy, U of M 59812.
Deadline: 5p.m., May 13,1994.

transportation services for over 50
years. 549-6121. 825 Mount.

THREE DAYS LEFT!! Kim
Williams 5k and 1 mile event.
Register today at Campus Rec or
Tursday before the noontime race.
Meet at the Trailhead.

Part time job. Approximately 10 hrs.
week assisting 27 year old physically
disabled man with personal care.
Exp. helpful but not necessary.
Training provided. Must be capable
of transferring patient. Satrting
8.00/Hr. Call Cathy 543-3924.

Free Clothes! NOT! But close to it
when you shop at Laguna West.
Great clothes at Great Prices. 1425 S.
Higgins. 728-2506.

Need to be needed? Why not do it for
University credit? Peer educators
needed for the 1994-95 academic
year by the Alcohol/Drug Program.
Call JoAnne at 243-2261 for info. &
an interview.
Bisexual Support Group meeting
change. Contact Rick at 728-0922 for
further information.
CALLING SARS WAS THE
HARDEST THING I EVER DID.
But then I didn’t feel so alone
anymore. Safe, confidential, 24-hours
a day. Sexual Assault Recovery
Service, 243-6559. Drop-in hours
weekdays 10-5.

HELP WANTED
Little League umpires needed.
Weekday evenings, some Sats. Exp.
helpful but not necessary. Will train.
$6-10 per game depending on level.
Call Joel Stevens at 728-4332, Leave
message.
Now hiring permanent full and part
time rental clerks to work evenings
and weekends. Must be 18 years old
with some computer skills and some
knowledge of games and movies
helpful. Apply M-W, 1-4 pm. See
Judi, Showcase Video, 2100
Stephens.
Wanted: Part-time shipping and
receiving clerk M-F. Bolt and Anchor
Supply, 2409 Dearborn.

Part-time school bus drivers needed.
Come join the Beach family. We’ve
been providing safe, reliable

Accounting/Audit Internship with
local company. Summer 1994. Paid.
Junior level or above with Lotus 1-23 knowledge. Deadline: 5/11/94. For
more information; Cooperative
Education, 162 Lodge.

Missoula
Job
Service
Placement/Outreach Intern for
summer 1994. Good communication
and computer skills needed. PAID.
Deadline: 5/4/94. See Cooperative
Education,
162 Lodge
for
information.

Are you good with people? PT/FT
openings $8.75 to start. Retail. Exper.
unnecessary. 549-4271.
Summer Work Study position from
15-40 hrs. weekly at $5.50 an hr.
Primarily clerical and adminstrative
support duties. Must have WP 5.1
experience. Contact LaDonna or Julie
at 5467.
VOTE TODAY in the UC ASUM
General Election. 9-4. Bring your ID.

ROOMMATE NEEDED
Two roommates needed to finish
lease. New apartments $272/mo.
Available May 15. Lease ends July
31. MUST SEE! Call Scott. 5493875.
Share house with two females, one
mile from U. Non-smoker. No pets.
$220 plus utilities. 728-6110.
Available Aug. 15.

WANTED TO RENT
Retired couple wanting to house sit
this summer. Non-smokers, no pets,
allergic to cats. 913-625-4321.

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line
$.90 per 5-word line
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206.

Typist. Fast, accurate, experienced
251-4931.

FOR RENT
Room—lower Rattlesnake; furniture,
laundry, walk to UM; $225 + $40
utilities/$200 deposit 8-month lease;
728-2810 lv. msg.

Apt for sale call 543-0328 for details
ans mach.

Two rooms for rent in house. No pets
$170 and $220. Utilities PAID! Stuart
549-1780.
STUDIO APARTMENT for summer
only. Furnished $250/mo. Call 7283474 evenings.
For Rent: Furnished bedroom. Lower
Rattlesnake. Rent and privileges
negotiable for help with pets.
References. 549-8233 after 4 p.m.
LEAVE MESSAGE.

Spacious three bedroom duplex with
fenced-in yard up south hills.
Available early May. Please call
Joanna at 251-6064 for more
information.
Room for summer or longer. $200
utility included. 543-1187 Jim.

3 Bdrm (room for 4) apt for summer
sublet. $495/mo & utilities.
Basement; upstairs; two bathrooms;
Available May 14-Aug 28. No pets.
Call 728-6227; leave message.

TYPING

CARLO’S buy 501 Levi’s. Up to
$10.00. 543-6350 OTHER NAME
BRAND CLOTHING TOO! 204 S.
3rd.

Sportscards and related memorabilia,
549-8372.

FOR SALE
Toshiba 4-head VCR, remote. Fair
condition., $40.00,721-5171.

JVC car stereo with seek, memory,
and more, $75. Two Black Magic
6”x9” 120 watt speakers, $40. Four
4-hole 165 R13 radial tires $30. 5490414.
For Sale: Large sectional couch,
cream colored. $100. Mini
refridgerator, Excellent condition
$80. 721-4976

MISCELLANEOUS
Motorcycle Show and Swap Meet
Missoula County Fairgrounds Apr
30, 10 A.M.-6 P.M. Tattoos, leathers,
wet T-shirts Contest. Free beer, food,
music following. Harleys, Indians,
parts, fun 542-2808.

SERVICES
Red 10 Speed for sale. Great shape
100 OBO 549-8125 or 542-3139.

FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
$43-3782

WORDPERFECT,
LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125
Great-looking! Quick!
Printing 721-9748

WANTED TO BUY

Laser

18” Giant Sedona Mountain Bike.
Like new. Asking $385.00. 543-7478.

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE ONLY $269. NEW YORK
$129. CATCH A JET ANYTIME.
(Reported in Let’s go, NY times) Call
310-394-0550. AIRHITCH.
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Concerning U

__

Fee:
though her proposal initially called for a
raise in tuition also.
“My initial thoughts were to try and get
Dennison to move on his stance about giv
ing students a choice to where their fees go,”
she said. “I was worried when it took him
five minutes to approve of my plan.”
Steve Breezley, Leif Haugen and Michael
Novak, three of the four petition authors,
said Monday that they do not support any
proposal Redenius or Dennison have made.
They questioned if the ideas were even com
promises because raising fees is not a com
promise. The petition authors said they had
a plan ready to propose to Dennison on
Wednesday morning at his office, but would
not disclose what the proposal entailed.
Moos said he would support any decision
made by the president, but remained con
cerned that if Dennison’s idea was
approved, the athletic department would
suffer.
Moos said if all the students checked the
box, therefore giving the athletic depart
ment $50 a year instead of the current $60,
the department would lose $90,000. But if
all the students didn’t check the box, the
department would gain $90,000. To not lose
any money, Moos would have to take the
chance that 50 percent of the students
would not check the box.

Philosophy Forum —’’The
Future of U.S.-Arab Relations:
Transcending Stereotypes,” by John
Duke Anthony, president of the
Tuesday ,
National Council on U.S.-Arab
Relations, 3:30-5 p.m., Pope Room,
Law Building.
Lecture—Wilderness Lecture Series 1994,
“Human Values of Wilderness Protection,” by
research social scientist Alan Watson of the
Aldo Leopold Wilderness Research Institute, 7
p.m., Liberal Arts Building, Room 11.
Lecture—President’s Lecture Series,
“Charles Russell: The Persistence of His Art,” by
art historian Ginger K. Renner, 8 p.m., Urey
Lecture Hall.
Music—University Band and Symphonic
Winds concert, 8 p.m., University Theatre.
Lecture—Mideast Week Lecture, “U.S.- Arab
Relations: Conceptions and Misconceptions.” by
John Duke Anthony, president of the National
Council on U.S.-Arab Relations, 8
p.m., Science Complex, Room 131.
April

26

27

Lecture—Women’s Brown Bag *
Series, “Speaking About Women’s
y Wednesday^
Issues Through Choreography,” by
dance Assistant Professor Amy Ragsdale, noon-1
p.m., Performing Arts, Room 005. Refreshments
available.
Dance—Spring Dance Concert, 8 p.m., night
ly through April 30, Montana Theatre, $8.

TEXTBOOK RECYCLING
(BUYBACK)

BEGINS FRIDAY’

MAY 6

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Alpha Phi
Delta Gamma
Alpha Tau Omega
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Sigma Kappa

th

Middle Eastern & North African
Cultural Festival
Tuesday, April 26, Urey 8 PM

"U.S.-Arab Relations:
Conceptions & Misconceptions"
DR. JOHN DUKE ANTHONY
♦
Wednesday, April 27, 7 PM

Cultural Night & Banquet
First United Methodist Church
♦
Thursday, April 28, Urey 6:30 PM

"Nationalism & Modem Themes in Middle
Eastern & North African Cinema"
DR. AL1 AHM1DA
♦
Friday, April 29, Urey 6:30 PM

"Kurds: The First Flower People"
DR. MEHRDAD IZADY & DR. VERA SAEEDPOUR
*

Saturday, April 30, Jouralism 304 6:30 PM

"The Representation of Women in Arab Cinema
DR. ALIA ARASOUGHLY
For more information call Melirdad Kia at 243-2979

TEXTBOOK
RECYCLING
FRI. 5/6
&
MON. thru FRI.

5/9 - 5/13
(No ReCycling on Saturday)

gr tags

uc

BOOKSTORE

UNIVERSITY CENTER
HOURS: M-F...8to6
Sat...l0to6

Phi Beta Sigma
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Chi
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Theta Tau Sigma
Pi Kappa Alpha

The above Greek Chapters have volunteered
their sevices to the following programs:
Rosevelt Elementary School
Assembling of Caras Park Tent
River Bank Run Volunteers
Special Olympics fundraiser
Big Brothers & Sisters
Headstart Program
Coaches for Little Griz football
Coach for Kiwanis Basketball
Support for MT CASA
Red Cross Blood Drives
YWCA Battered Woman’s Shelter
Adopt-A-Highway
Poverello Center
Missoula food Bank
ASUM Childcare
Chilren's Miracle Network
Lou Gehrig’s Disease
UM Centennial Ball
Hellgate High School
Diabetes Walkathon
St. Judes Bikeathon
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Reading for the Blind
Special Olympics
New Creation Center
St. Pat’s Hospital
Paralyzed Veteran’s Association
Easter Seal’s/Goodwill
YMCA Coaches/Volunteers
Habitat for Humanity
Humane Society
BSU
Maria Karst Elementary School
SARS
Paxon Elementary School
Hate Crime Coalition
foreign Students Services
Recycling
Sentinel High School/Drug & Alcohol Awareness Week
Carousel Project at Caras Park
MMUN
Community Raking
Excellence fund Phonathon

